
KOTHARI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 

ACTIVITY REPORT – APRIL, GRADES 6-8 

SR
. 
N
O DATE EVENT FEEDBACK PICTURE 

1 
01/04/1

9 
Welcome 
Assembly 

Morning is the best time of the day        

and assemblies give a way to students       

to rejuvenate their spirits and remain      

rooted to the moral values which will       

guide them throughout their lives. The      

new session of Kothari International     

School commenced on 1st April 2019.      

The faculty extended their greetings to      

the students with the hope that they       

will shine like stars in the coming       

years. 

2 
05/04/1

9 
Cambridge 

Meet 

The Cambridge Network was 

embraced by GD Goenka School by 

organizing a meet for all the 

coordinators and Heads. The 

Programme began with a quick 

working lunch, followed by a short 

presentation of cultural events by the 

Cambridge students of the host school. 

There on the coordinators and the 

heads moved to respective venues for 

discussions. 

3 
18/04/1

9 

Yoga Session 
for Students 

and 
Teachers 

On the 18th of April, 2019, grades 7th        

and 8th students of were blessed with       
the opportunity of attending a yoga      
class. The Yoga Session was hosted      
by Mr. Sandeep. He made them      
practice several yoga-asanas like    
shavasana and vajrasana and the     
students also chanted several    

mantras. These asanas (yogic     

stances) and mantras helped in     
rejuvenating their minds and bodies,     
according to students.  

 



4 

10/04/1
9 

To 
24th April 

Students 
Government 
Canvassing 
and Voting  

To encourage students to develop 
leadership qualities, a Student 
Government is elected every year at KIS. 
School Elections are an opportunity for 
learning through practice. In the 
preliminary round all the elected students 
had to appear for an interview with a 
panel of experienced teachers. The 
students gave canvassing some of the best 
speeches  at Auditorium 1. Canvassing was 
followed by voting on in house EVM 
machines made by the students of KIS. 

 
 

5 
22/04/1

9 

ATL 
Communit

y Day 

To celebrate the birth anniversary of Dr. 
B.R. Ambedkar, ATL COMMUNITY DAY was 
organised by Kothari International School, 
Noida on April 22, 2019. The objective of 
this day is to foster curiosity, creativity 
and imagination in young minds and 
inculcate skills such as design mind-set, 
computational thinking, adaptive learning, 
physical computing, rapid calculations, 
measurements etc. Young children will get 
a chance to work with tools and 
equipment to understand what, how and 
why aspects of STEM. 

 

6 

17/04/1
9 

To 
20/04/1

9 

Summer 
Trip to 

Padampur
i Camp 

Site 

A group of 139 students and teachers       
went to Padampuri on a school trip       
from 17th to 20th April, 2019. Students       
enjoyed adventure sport activities like     
Zip line, Burma Bridge, Commando net      
and many more. They went for village       
walks where they acquainted    
themselves with the village life and      
also learnt about tea plantation. They      
enjoyed picturesque beauty of Nainital     
and shopped their hearts out with      
souvenirs for friends and family.     
Students and teachers collectively had     
fun by participating in team acts. 

 



 

7 
24/04/1

9 

Interschool 
Art 

Competitio
n 

Student’s Experience   I participated in the 
‘doodle painting 4 earth ‘competition in 
Harmonica-2019, Earth Day celebrations. 
The theme for the same was ‘protect the 
endangered species ‘ and the competition 
was held on Wednesday,24 April, 2019 at 
Vishwabharti Public School. The 
competition itself was quite interesting 
and the theme was engaging. I was given 
an 11*11 ivory sheet on which the art was 
to be done within a time limit of 2 hours. 
While researching for inspiration, I learned 
quite a lot of things about the 
environment and how to protect it. 

 
 
 
 

8 
26/04/1

9 

Inspirationa
l ‘Talk’ by 

Mr. Pawan 
Gupta 

A motivational session by revered 
educationist Mr. Pawan Kumar Gupta was 
organized on the 26th of April. Students 
and teachers were enlightened by his 
speech. Different languages, lifestyle and 
ways of living were the main highlights of 
the session. He emphasized on the 
importance of preservation of culture and 
usage of local language connect as a good 
medium to educate young minds. His idea 
was to give more advertence to one’s 
inner self and good qualities as he believes 
to respect and love your own self to be 
confident of one’s identity.  

 
 
Detailed Reports Below: 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Kothari International School 

Welcome Assembly 
Grades 1 to 10 – 2019_20 

 
“Every day is a new beginning, forget about what might have been and look at what 
can be.” 
 

T 

he morning is the best time of the day and the assembly gives way to students to rejuvenate                  

their spirits and remain rooted to the moral values which will guide them throughout their lives.                

The new session of Kothari International School commenced on 1st April 2019. The faculty              

extended their greetings to the students with the hope that they will shine like stars in the                 

coming years.  



The teachers shared their thoughts in order to motivate, empower and encourage the students              

so that they can succeed in their lives. A beautiful poem was also recited by a teacher which                  

carried a significant message to gracefully accept the coming years and to be happy at the times                 

of crisis.  

The Principal, with her words of wisdom, motivated        

the students to work hard in order to make this world           

a zero- conflict world. She emphasized the fact that         

students should work hard to excel and how these         

core values create a moral framework around us.        

Today’s assembly was surely a meaningful assembly       

and created the zest for learning for the year ahead. 

 
 
 
Prithu Shandilya. 
Grade 9 – Writers’ Society, 
Kothari International School. 
 

  
  
 

 

                       KOTHARI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, SECTOR 50, NOIDA 

                                                                                      REPORT 

                                                CAMBRIDGE MEET 

Venue: GD GOENKA INTERNATIONAL, GURUGRAM 

Date:  05/04/19 

Attendees: Principal Ms. Manju Gupta, IGCSE Coordinator Ms. Meena 

Singh and Lower Secondary Coordinator Ms. Sakshi Seth 

The Cambridge Network was embraced by GD Goenka School by organizing a meet for all the 

coordinators and Heads. The Programme began with a quick working lunch, followed by a short 

presentation of cultural events by the Cambridge students of the host school. There on the 

coordinators and the heads moved to respective venues for discussions.  

Following were the discussion points for the Coordinators and exam officers: 

- Terminology and Types of Certification 

- Material available on the Cambridge Support Site 

- Subject Combinations 

- Exam Scheduling 

- Challenges faced for March Series 



- Mandatory tasks for Exam Officers 

- Points to be collated and sent to Cambridge 

The participants benefitted from knowledge sharing and discussed the various challenges faced 

mainly during scheduling exams.  

Post the Meet the coordinators of the host school took all the teachers, coordinators and Heads 

for a round of the extravagant campus of the school. The host school’s hospitality was 

appreciated by all the participating schools.  

The Cambridge Network felt more empowered and ready for their roles after this meet. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

Kothari international school 

Yoga class  
On the 18th of April, 2019, grades 7th and 8th students were blessed             
with the opportunity of attending a yoga class. The Yoga Session was            

hosted by Mr.   
Sandeep. He made   
them practice  
several 
yoga-asanas like  
shavasana and  
vajrasana and the   
students also  
chanted several  
mantras. These  
asanas (yogic  



stances) and mantras helped in rejuvenating their minds and bodies,          
according to students.  

Students reported that the yoga session by Mr. Sandeep also helped           
in boosting their metabolism and increasing their flexibility. Mr.         

Sandeep did a great    
job teaching yoga   
and the students   
hope that they will    
get the chance to    
perform yoga again.  

Sayeshwar Bhatia 

8A – Writers’ Society 

 

 

 

 

 

KOTHARI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, NOIDA 

STUDENT COUNCIL CAMPAIGNING REPORT 

GRADE 6 &7 

To encourage students to develop leadership qualities, a Student Government is elected every 

year at KIS. School Elections are an opportunity for learning through practice. Learning that is 

central to citizenship education, for leadership and life skills, and that is also challenging and 

fun to be part of.  

In the preliminary round all the elected students had to appear for an interview with a panel of 

experienced teachers. The second round consisted of canvassing in which a speech by the 

candidates was given. Some of the best speeches were heard today at Auditorium 1, where 

candidates of grades 6 &7 filled the arena with powerful and promising narratives that put the 

listener to choose wisely and elect judiciously. 

Enthusiasm is contagious and that is what was visible in the middle wing today, with candidates 

and their supporters seemed to be helping and guiding their aspiring leader. The composition of a 

Student Council would be finalized by voting which is the most awaited event of the month. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

EVM Voting for Student Government 2019-20 (Middle-Wing) 

The final round of the Student Government selection – Voting, for grades 6 – 8 was conducted 
on 23rd and 24th April 2019. The students and teachers of Grades 6 to 8 cast their vote in favour 
of their chosen candidates for the 5 Societies namely the Decorum Society, the Writers’ Society, 
the Rhetorical Society, the Organizers’ Society and the Citizen’s Society. The students elected 
the Presidents from Grade 8, the Vice Presidents from Grade 7 and the ministers from Grade 6 
using the EVM machines that are built and assembled by the Grade 12 students of Kothari 
International School. The House Captains (from Grade 8) , Vice House Captains (from Grade 7) 
and Prefects (from Grade 6) were also elected by the show of hands in the House Meet periods 
on Wednesday, 24th April. The Student Council thus elected helps in maintaining discipline, 
organizing various events, writing reports and representing students’ ideas for the different 
activities held at school.  

 



 

  



 



 

 



 

Kothari International School 

A Trip To Padampuri 

 

An excursion is not just for pleasure; it enhances the knowledge of the students                           
beyond the four walls of the classroom. 

A group of 139 students and teachers went to Padampuri on a school trip from 17th                               
to 20th April, 2019. They boarded Shatabdi Express for Kathgodam on the morning                         
of 17th April, from New Delhi railway Station. The scheduled departure was at 6:00                           
am. It was a pleasant journey of around 6hrs. We arrived at Kathgodam Railway                           
station at 11:45 am and boarded the coaches for onward journey to Padampuri. It                           
was a scenic drive of 90min. On reaching, students had their lunch and then rested                             
in their tents. In the evening, students went out on a nature walk, collected wood                             
from forest and participated in some fun activities. 

Day 2: After breakfast, students went out for adventure sport activities like Zip line,                           
Burma Bridge, Commando net and many more. They thoroughly enjoyed them. In                       
the evening, they participated in Maggi making competition. For this, they lighted                       
the fire themselves and used their culinary skills with help of the teachers to                           
prepare yummy maggi. After dinner, they retired to their tents. 

Day 3: After breakfast, students went for the village walk where they acquainted                         
themselves with the village life and also learnt about tea plantation. Post lunch we                           
all went to Nainital. Students shopped their hearts out and came back in the                           
evening feeling happy after having spent all of their money. In the evening there was                             
a bonfire where teachers and students danced to the tunes of some foot tapping                           
numbers. After a wholesome day they all retired to their beds. 

Day4: Students and teachers collectively had fun by participating in some team                       
activities like tug of war. It was also the time to say goodbye to Padampuri; post                               
lunch we all boarded our coaches for kathgodam where we took the Shatabdi                         
Express. We all were rejuvenated and came back with some good memories and                         
longing for another trip very soon. 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Kothari International School 

Report on Atal Community Day 

ATL is a work space where young minds can give shape to their ideas through hands on 
do-it-yourself mode and learn innovation skills. ATL lab would teach students essential 
21st-century skills which will help them in developing their professional and personal skills. 
Skilled India is the need of the hour and each step taken for this dream should be 
welcomed and we should work towards it together for a better India. 

To give its contribution in this aspect and to celebrate the birth anniversary of Dr. B.R. 
Ambedkar, ATL COMMUNITY DAY was organised by Kothari International School, 
Noida on April 22, 2019. The objective of this day is to foster curiosity, creativity and 
imagination in young minds and inculcate skills such as design mind-set, computational 
thinking, adaptive learning, physical computing, rapid calculations, measurements etc. 
Young children will get a chance to work with tools and equipment to understand what, 
how and why aspects of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math). 

Few Non-ATL schools were invited to participate in the planned activities to ideate, tinker 
and create. 

The day started with the registration of the invited schools and detailed introduction to 
ATL Tinkering labs by Mr.Divya Jyoti Mishra (Execution head at Stem Robo) and Mr. 
Ankit Vishwakarma (Innovation Engineer at Stem Robo).Students found that very 
interesting with the wonderful videos shown to them. 

Principal, Ms Manju Gupta addressed the students and made them think how creative 
students and young entrepreneurs can transform their ideas into impactful products and 
patents.  

Students were familiarised with “do it yourself” kits and equipment on – science, 
electronics, robotics, open source microcontroller boards, sensors and 3D printers etc. 

The bread board circuit was explained on projector and then Kothari students 
demonstrated the circuit working to the invited students in groups. 

Working of 3- D printer was explained and it was very fascinating for students to see the 3 
dimensional model being developed by the printer. 

At last a competition was held to make a Paper Bridge in groups for which children were 
given material. Students did it beautifully with their own ideas and imagination. 

It was a great learning experience for students as they were exposed to creative technology 

platforms to nurture their curiosity and imagination to design prototypes . 



 



 

 



        

 

 

 



KOTHARI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 

INTERSCHOOL COMPETITION AT VISHWA BHARTI SCHOOL 

“The art of people is a true mirror to their minds.”-Jawaharlal Nehru 

“Harmonica 2019” an Inter School Doodle Art Competition held on 24 April 2019 gave students a chance 
to display their vivid ideas to protect the species on the Earth Day. In this event Manya Giri Nishad from 
middle wing represented the school, showcasing her creativity using an interactive and hands-on way of 
doodle art. It was surely a great learning experience for her. 

Student’s Experience 

I participated in the ‘doodle painting 4 earth ‘competition in harmonica-2019 earth day celebrations. 
The theme for the same was ‘protect the species’ and the competition was held on Wednesday, 24 April 
2019 at Vishwabharti Public School. The competition itself was quite interesting and the theme 
engaging. I was given an 11*11 ivory sheet on which the art was to be done within a time limit of 2 
hours. While researching for inspiration, I learned quite a lot of things about the environment and how 
to protect it . Even though I didn’t receive a prize, this will be a cherished moment for me as it provided 
exposure and helped me realize my role in protecting the environment. It was an overall prodigious 
experience. 

 

Manya Giri Nishad  

8-A 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

KOTHARI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 

A MOTIVATIONAL SESSION BY MR. PAWAN KUMAR GUPTA 

A motivational session by revered educationist Mr. Pawan Kumar Gupta was organized on 

the 26th of April. Students and teachers were enlightened by his speech. 

 He is an engineer who graduated from IIT in 1976. In 1987, he decided to change the course 

of his life in search of deeper meaning after being profoundly influenced by Vipassana, a 

buddhist meditation technique.  

Different languages, lifestyle and ways of living were the main highlights of the session. He 

emphasized on the importance of preservation of culture and usage of local language connect 

as a good medium to educate young minds. His idea was to give more advertence to one’s 

inner self and good qualities as he believes to respect and love your own self to be confident 

of one’s identity. Teachers were enlightened by the teaching strategies shared by Mr. Gupta 

out of his rich experience and analysis, namely – Teaching from Known to Unknown, building 

first language connect and prior knowledge of the students, citing local examples which the 

students can relate to etc…… 

The Teacher session was graced by the school management - Chairperson Ms. Arti Kothari, 

Consultant KIS Mr. Pradeep Srivastava, Trustee Dr. Avinash Gupta, Principal Ms. Manju Gupta 

and Vice Principal Ms. Neerja Chathly. 



 

 

  



      

 

 


